Case study: A customer service
initiative for a New Zealand higher
education institute
(Some information has been omitted to protect our clients privacy)

Introduction
An NZ university was interested in creating a solid customer facing presence to improve on their
previous customer experience. The customers in this case were students. The university was also
keen to decommission an older internal facing student management system. To do this they needed
their IT capabilities supporting the operations to be in a better position.

Challenge
When the university reviewed their current customer service processes and related technology they
realised that they had customer information but couldn't consolidate it. In addition an older
technology had been used for student management internally and wasn’t covering the external
facing functions required to satisfy queries and course applications .
This made it difficult for customer service staff and internal staff to communicate with each other
when a customer raised a query or applied for entry.
The customer base ranges from full-time international students studying theoretical science based
courses to part-time local students studying practical agricultural courses . The landscape of the
student body is quite broad. The university runs courses for many areas of study and offers complex
course combinations that make recording a student history also complex. Examples of some of the
scenarios below
★ Full-time and part-time study
★ International and local students
★ Flexible course completion dates
★ Previous study accreditation
★ Remote study
★ Varying fee structures
★ Varying course timetables

Having this variety of scenarios, customers and many information collection points meant it would be
difficult to consolidate the customer information easily.

Solution
To help improve the customer experience, the customer service staff needed access to the entire
customer information landscape and the internal course leaders needed to understand the customer
query. This would enable the staff to have a complete history and view of the customer,
communicate well and provide a background to all customer interactions.
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After the initial phase of discovering requirements and testing drivers a proposal was put forward to
design and deliver a customer service technology solution and a replacement for the student
management system.
After the procurement process had completed we worked for some months with technology
partners inside the university. We provided design and development expertise for the software
integrations and customisations of the purchased off the shelf products.
To do this successfully we needed to build relationships and earn trust within the university. We did
this by engaging with key stakeholders; business leaders, architects, customer service
representatives, developers and testers and facilitating robust discussions about what the future of
customer service looks like.
We didn't just focus on the solution for the customer service problem but provided ideas and
solutions that would benefit the wider enterprise. Examples of these are things like
★ Software integration best practices
★ Secure software communications
★ Customisation practices for off the shelf products
★ Master data management

One of the challenges that required a lot of attention was the need to consolidate student and
course information into one cloud data store but also be able to protect customer information and
comply with the Privacy Act. For us this meant that we had to get the information security model and
the controls that support that right very early on.
After providing a design the work progressed through to implementation. We stayed with our client
and continued engaging to ensure that we could provide consistent advice and hands-on expertise to
help support the success of the work.

Benefit
The presentation of a self-service driven customer experience meant that customers could engage
with the university at any time of day or from any location. From the interaction the customer
queries are routed through to the appropriate internal staff member.
The customer resolution is provided by the internal expert, who has a view on the customer history,
and an answer provided to the customer using automated notifications and interactions guided by
the customer service centre operational staff.
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★ This meant that the customer could get a more rapid response and the internal teams
communicate effectively
★ The customer information could be shared when appropriate and staff are well informed
★ The university made a cost saving reengineering their business processes and applying
them to the CRM cloud hosted solution
★ Software integration between a CRM and a student management system provided
benefits in areas like course intake, student history, student volumes, marketing and
communications

Result
Consolidating the university's customer information and improving the processing times of customer
interactions helped them to do better business with their customers; NZ students and international
students. It also resulted in the internal teams communicating more effectively which meant reduced
resolution times for customer queries.
This became especially important during the pre-enrolment marketing campaigns and during the
enrolment and course start times.
The integration between the CRM and the student management system meant that the customer
service teams could have a view on current or previous students whilst dealing with their enquiries.
The university also managed to save money from business process reengineering and process
automation. The money saved was invested back into the teams where the cost savings were
generated.
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